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Hot, sassy times... Hot-tempered Amy Sue is all too eager to enter into the Miss Mail-Order Bride Crown contest... she thinks it will be her ticket out of the dull life she leads in the small town of who caresville. But, the unruly lass has a few lessons left to learn... As the youthful, untouched girl meets her new mature, handsome, and terribly stern husband. A man she expected to be much younger, submissive, and doting. She soon discovers that the strict cattle rancher of husband won’t put up with an ounce of her naive guff. And instead, he’s going to instill some manners into the ill-tempered gal. It just so happens that he’s going to use a very large piece of private equipment and a healthy dose of red-hot spanks to win her affection and her obedience. This will be Amy Sue’s first time ever experiencing such a lewd happening â€“ and as it turns out, the thrill of her lifetime! Who knew obeying could be so pleasurable...
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Customer Reviews
Great read if....you enjoy quick hot reads, farm settings, sub/dom play and an HEA. Side note: The original story itself was alright, but the free one attached was sooooo much hotter. Hell I recommend buying this one FOR that one. This was basically a good short read if you’re just looking for not a lot of substance and just some dirty raunchy fun.
This book was goofy. The sarcastic tones were not funny. The beginning of the book was not funny and I thought that it would get better, but unfortunately it didn't.
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